
Eagle Cloud:  Backup as a Service
As organizations begin to embrace IT-as-a-service models, the need for protecting data spanning multiple technological and 
geographical boundaries grows with it. Eagle offers a cross-platform, high-performing backup solution that protects your data in both 
physical and virtual environments, as well as both in the cloud and on-premises. The solution is managed through a single pain of 
glass and utilizes Eagle’s expertise for a worry-free, managed and monitored solution.  

Eagle’s Backup as a Service offers the following advantages:

Secure and reliable data protection, powered by CommVault. Eagle’s managed backup solution uses CommVault, the industry leader 
in backups, and provides customers with an un-matched list of features and capabilities. 

Reliable offsite backups, with efficient WAN replication CommVault’s DASH technology (Deduplication Accelerate Streaming Hash) 
reduces transmitted blocks by up to 90%, providing efficient network bandwidth use and storage resource consumption. In addition, 
in the event of a network interruption, backup copy jobs automatically resume from where they left off (once connectivity is restored).

Hardware flexibility: Eagle provides two options for hardware:
Customers can choose to leverage their existing (local) CommVault  infrastructure, while taking advantage of Eagle’s 
management and support capabilities.
For a more turnkey solution, customers can also choose to leverage Eagle built and validated backup appliances.

Management flexibility: Customers can choose from two management options:
Let Eagle manage all aspects of the backup environment (including restores).
Customers retain the ability to initiate ad-hoc backups and restores. Eagle maintains the infrastructure and continues to 
monitor daily functions (including backup job status).

Remote backup seeding: To expedite the initial backup when datasets sets are large and network bandwidth is limited, Eagle 
provides seeding services. Backups can be run to a locally attached disk; the disk can then be shipped to the Eagle Cloud for the 
final import.

Built-in support: All remote infrastructures, including the media agent and storage, are provided by Eagle as part of this solution. 
Eagle will provide technical support and all hardware and professional services related to the initial setup and ongoing maintenance 
of the solution.

For more information, contact us today at 800.477.5432. 
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